
HEALTHCARE  
PRODUCT LINE CARD

Floor Safety Management
Be prepared for leaks, drips and spills so you can keep floors dry and safe at all times.

Soak up fluids and improve safety for  
employees in the O.R. with a low-profile mat 
that’s also highly absorbent.

Universal & HazMat Absorbents

Operating Room
Keep your Operating Room safe and dry.

Keep on safe footing during procedures in the 
O.R. Floor Grabber™ Absorbent Mat sticks tight 
and flat to the floor so it doesn’t bunch up.

Adhesive-Backed Mat

Grab-and-go Commander™ Rolls are absorbent 
and tough — great for maintenance carts. Add 
optional magnetic roll holder.

Mini Absorbent Rolls

Surround, contain and absorb spills of any kind, 
even hazardous materials or biohazard waste, in 
labs, surgery or emergency rooms.

HazMat Socks

Alert both workers and patients to potential 
safety hazards and work in progress while  
keeping floors dry with Caution Mat.

Hi-Viz Safety Absorbents

Absorbent mat captures water and dirt while 
sticking tight to the floor for safe footing in high-
traffic areas such as cafeterias or walkways.

Adhesive-Backed Mat

Respond quickly to spills anywhere in the  
workplace with SpillTech's wide range of  
spill kits designed for mobility.

Portable Spill Kits

Keep water off the floor by capturing pipe and 
roof leaks and channeling them away from  
personnel, equipment and machinery.

Leak Diverters

Fluidloc Kit solidifies bodily fluids like blood, 
saliva, vomit and urine while eliminating odors for 
safer, easier cleanup.

Bodily Fluid Cleanup

Labs
Keep your lab safe with products designed to handle chemical leaks and spills.

Safely respond to dangerous mercury spills  
before they become a hazard to employees.

Mercury Spill Kits

Whether you need to neutralize acids or bases 
or absorb solvents, we’ve got you covered. Safe, 
fast-acting and easy to use.

Neutralizing Sorbents

SpillTech offers multiple lines of chemically  
compatible sorbents to safely respond to spills of 
hazardous or unknown liquids. 

HazMat Absorbents

Oil Only
For oils and oil-based liquids,  
not water

Universal
For oils, coolants, solvents and water

HazMat
For acids, bases and unknown liquids
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Facility Operations
Keep your entire workplace clean and safe from floor to ceiling.

Grab-and-go Commander™ Rolls are absorbent 
and tough — great for mobile techs. Add  
optional magnetic roll holder.

Mini Absorbent Rolls

Kits include everything needed to respond to any 
spill, including a full range of container styles, 
sizes and absorbencies.

Spill Kits

Keep water off the floor by capturing pipe and 
roof leaks and channeling them away from  
personnel, equipment and machinery.

Leak Diverters

Oil Only
For oils and oil-based liquids,  
not water

Universal
For oils, coolants, solvents and water

HazMat
For acids, bases and unknown liquids
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Work efficiently with absorbents that can handle 
any leak, drip or spill, such as Defender™ Pads 
and Rolls.

Universal Absorbents


